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WHITEPAPER INTRODUCTION

Token Purpose
SafeWojak is a retail friendly due diligence platform with the
aim being to prevent traders from becoming victims of
investors that have fallen for unaudited and malicious
token contracts. Our goal is to allow retail crypto traders to
participate in a crypto oriented due diligence trading
platform that will assist traders with risk assessment,
screening, charting and advanced trading.

Our goal; to develop a simple yet robust platform where
users are able to vet existing projects, view chart/order data
as well as trade both manually and with predefined
algorithms. The best part; holders are also rewarded with
our own token upon every transaction completed.

With the launch of our platform, we will be able to use the
momentum to create a defi ecosystem -- complete with a
yield farming aggregator based on BSC tokens. From there
we will grow to produce various ecosystem features such as
a DEX, BSC bridge and wallets. 

Init ial Phase

SafeWojak.com (Charting & Trading Platform)
WojakScan.com (Screening/Scanner Website)
Wojak.ai, WojakSwap.com and WojakDEX.com

As an initiative to provide investors with another chance, we
have introduced SafeWojak in order to bring hope to these
investors. 5% of every transaction done on SafeWojak gets
placed into a pool, 60% of which is given back to holders
while 40% is sent to our managed LP wallet for platform
development, administration and marketing costs. The
demand for liquidity within our token is based on three
simple and easy to understand factors:

1) Users who subscribe to our platform must hold $WOJAK.
2) Perpetual growth fueled by platform/token users.
3) The demand for $WOJAK utility platforms including:

All of this is an effort to alleviate some of the troubles we
have seen with the current DeFi tokens. We are confident that
our platform, token model and protocol will prevail over the
outdated reflection tokens for these reasons. 04



ROADMAP
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Marketing Campaigns and Paid Ads (Top 10 Trending on Poocoin.app, Coinhunt.cc, etc.) 
Full Pass on Token Sniffer Smell Test Audit (Search SafeWojak on TokenSniffer.com)
Trust Wallet Listing for $WOJAK Token
BscScan Verification with Updated Profile
Presence on Messaging Platforms (Telegram & Discord)
Presence on Social Platforms (Twitter, Facebook, IG, etc.)
Presence on Blog/Community Platforms (Reddit & Medium) 
SafeWojak Platform Closed Beta Release (SafeWojak.com)
WojakScan Standalone Screener Release (WojakScan.com) 

SafeWojak Platform Release (SafeWojak.com)
SafeWojak Token Rating Standard 
Techrate Full Contract Audit
WojakSwap Platform Closed Beta Release (WojakSwap.com)
SafeWojak Platform Release for iOS, Android, Windows & Linux (SafeWojak.com)

WojakSwap Platform Release (WojakSwap.com)
Certik Full Contract Audit
CEX Listing (Undisclosed Partner)
Team Reveal (Some Are Disclosed Earlier) 
Wojak.ai Platform Closed Beta Release (Wojak.ai)

Wojak.ai Platform Release for Windows & Linux (Wojak.ai)
WojakDEX Platform Closed Beta Release (WojakDEX.com)
$WOJAK Swap Protocol

WojakAI Platform Release for Cloud/Web Browser (Wojak.ai)
WojakDEX Platform Open Beta & Review (WojakDEX.com)
Governance Utility for $WOJAK

From Launch on May 29th, 2021 - Q2 2021

Phase 1 - Q3 2021 (Early-Mid July)

Phase 2 - Q4 2021 (Mid-Late October)

Phase 3 - Q1 2022 (Early January)

Ongoing - Q2 2022+ (March Onwards)



Phase 1 (Q3 2021) 
Due Dil igence Platform

Automatic scraping from web scrapers deployed on
BscScan, popular subreddits and existing screeners.
Manual submissions and revisions from scraped results
by our team which will be performed twice a week.
Manual submissions that are submitted by existing
members of the community (verified by our team)

The SafeWojak Platform will launch with the due diligence
portion of the platform being the first feature available. The
due diligence platform will consist of three methods for
adding existing projects on to our database:

Users of our platform will be required to stake a certain
amount of $WOJAK to use more advanced features.
WojakScan.com will also be available as a standalone
website as well as a feature within SafeWojak Platform on
SafeWojak.com

PHASE 1: SAFU
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Marketing Init iatives
The 12% of total fees collected per transaction are pooled
for marketing, advertisement and admin expenses to
further promote SafeWojak drive the platform and token
closer to adoption. This will include spending capital on
advertisements on Poocoin, BscScan and other relevant
mediums/sources within the DEX ecosystem. Campaigns
on Reddit, Twitter and other social media platforms are
also performed both organically and with paid ads.  Our
team consists of individuals with backgrounds in private
equity due diligence, business development, growth
hacking and fund management in high speculative assets.



Phase 2 (Q4 2021)
WojakSwap
SafeWojak will release WojakSwap as the 2nd additional
feature on our platform. We are tackling the problem of
interoperability across blockchain and anonymity.

With the release of WojakSwap, we look to incentivize our
holders with being able to stake $WOJAK to support
further liquidity pools (LPs). 

Holders will be incentivized further as transaction fees
from the swap and from every exchange done on
WojakSwap will be redistributed pro-rata to our holders.

PHASE 2: MOON
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SafeWojak App/Client
We will release our Wallet application and PC clients to
allow the trading, storing and hodling.

There will be direct access to the Swap as well as access
to yield farming aggregation similar to popular Defi
protocols like Compound, Aave, and Yearn.



Phase 3 (Q1 2022)
Wojak.ai
WojakAI features an arsenal of tools that allows holders
to profit more -- not just on $WOJAK but to have a suite
of advanced order types and tools that will give an edge
to swap trading. The best part of WojakAI; all of the
features provided by the platform can be used to either
fully or semi automate trades. First release will be for
Windows and Linux then followed by Cloud/Web users.

Features include order sniping, TWAP, VWAP, and other
institutional grade tools for the dankest memecoins. 

PHASE 3: ADOPTION
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$WOJAK Uti l i ty
By holding $WOJAK, access will be granted for various
features on our SafeWojak Platform, WojakAI, WojakSwap
and WojakDEX platforms. Similar to BOGtools, we will
offer various DEX tools for swap protocols. This includes
advanced order types, access to presale opportunities
through our due diligence platform, and more. 

In addition, we may be allowing the token to provide
governance for you to shape the future of $WOJAK. More
details will be disclosed by Q4 2021.



TOKEN ECONOMICS

Token
Distribution

Stealth Launch Supply 
1,000,000,000,000,000

90% of LP Tokens Burned
10% of LP Tokens in Dev Wallet

3% Distributed to Holders
2% For Platform Development Fund

Max Amount per Transaction:
10,000,000,000,000 $WOJAK

Token Economics
5% Tax on Transactions

Breakdown of the 5% Tax:

Note for Buyers:
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When are more details being publicly released?

V3 of our whitepaper will be released on the last week of June 2021.
QA session will start from mid-June on a weekly basis on Telegram/Discord.

Common questions that we have getting lately:

Why did you burn 90% of your LP tokens? Why not lock instead?
Answer: Burning the LP tokens ensures 100% safety from insolvency.

Note: Tokens locked on DxLock are not always "safe or unruggable".
When are you disclosing previews of the SafeWojak platform?

Answer: Mid June with videos, preview URLs and beta tester applications.

Want to chat with someone?

Support Dev Email: Reza@SafeWojak.com
Telegram: https://t.me/SafeWojak
Website: https://SafeWojak.com
Join Our Team (Form): https://kutt.it/SafeWojak


